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FROM PLAYFUL 
NARCISSISM 
TO THE BEATING 
HEART OF LIFE?
 It’s true that today, established 

social brands like Facebook and 
Twitter, as well as Snapchat and 
upcoming goal oriented apps like 
Lift, help us manage our lives, 
while reinforcing relationships 
through shared moments and 
news.” They let us discover 
people and brands within curated 
memes. The impact is deep. 
Indeed, for many of us, online 
social platforms let us define 
who we are. However, in a soon-
to-be hyper-connected world, 
underpinned by complex, sensory 
eco-systems, social platforms 
may be about to morph out of 
all recognition. They’ll be the 
beating heart of our lives. More 
than our online persona. And 
more than a promotional or ‘halo’ 
moment for brands. Their role in 
our lives could be all-pervasive 
and all-consuming. 

SOCIAL BRANDS, AS WE KNOW 
THEM TODAY, COULD PLAY A 
VERY DIFFERENT ROLE IN OUR 
LIVES AND THOSE OF B2B AND 
B2C BRANDS IN THE NEXT FIVE 
YEARS AND BEYOND. 
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EDITOR’S NOTE 
This discussion paper hypothesises on how 
the role of social brands will evolve and how 
they will impact on live brand experiences or 
what we call, social brand engagement.

Reflect on these developments. We believe 
this is just the tip of the iceberg. 

360 live-VR video. Non-invasive neuro- 
measurement, like facial coding. Driverless 
cars nurturing a parallel shift towards shared- 
ownership models, across diverse categories. 
The ubiquitous connectivity of things. Now 
weave in AI, Big Data, programmatic content 
planning, wearables, assisted-search, open-
APIs, and e-payments. Oh, and add near-field 
coms, ultra-broadband, mobile and 5G. Out of 
breath yet? 

TODAY

    THE EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL BRANDS AND SOCIAL BRAND ENGAGEMENT

5 YEARS +

Bottom line, we have a 
very different environment 
emerging for brand 
relationships and 
experiences. Well, assuming 
we don’t all decide to switch-
off and escape to a forested 
commune. Unlikely. 

The bigger challenges 
mankind faces, like 
climate change and mass-
urbanisation, necessitate 
embracing this ubiquitous 
network-intelligence… and 
sustainability may well be 
its guiding mantra. So, we 
envisage that not only will the 
role of social brands become 
more pervasive in life, the live 
experiences with brands will 
become more important, too. 

Curate identity + 
capture and share news

Manage life using social as a 
gateway to experiences/services

Enrich and personalize experiences 
throughprogrammatic services 

and touch points

Andrew Reid
Director, Corporate Strategy 
and Account Planning

3 YEARS

Digital 
assistant 

5.0
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A SOCIAL BRAND-
CENTRIC LIFE? 
It wasn’t so long ago that marketing budgets were ploughed 
into TV commercials, brand cathedrals and experiences, 
whilst web and social activity was at best expected to 
endorse those efforts with likes, shares and augmented 
product info. The tables have turned. 

Today, marketing activity, be it ads, press coverage or live 
experiences, is fast becoming subservient: feeding and 
energising social eco-systems, their borderless communities 
and social brand experiences. 

Increasingly, if a brand is using a live experience to engage its 
customers, success is partly measured by the amplification 
of the brand in social channels or the expansion of the brand 
community. That is true for B2B and B2C experiences. That 
said, as the brand relationship moves into the online world, 
the hunger for live experiences increases. So, whichever 
way we look it, we hypothesise that live experiences and the 
virtual, social life of brands are converging. 

AS THE BRAND 
RELATIONSHIP 
MOVES INTO 
THE ONLINE 
WORLD, THE 
HUNGER 
FOR LIVE 
EXPERIENCES 
INCREASES.

EVERYBODY’S 
AT IT ONLINE

Ponder the stats for a 
moment, which confirm 
the all-pervasive impact of 
social brands. Wherever 
there’s ultra-broadband 
and mobile, social brands 
prevail. Currently, there are 
around 2.3 billion active 
users of social media, 
(2016): active being the 
operative word. In other 
words, regular monthly 
users. In absolute terms, 
there are many more people 
signed-up but not all active. 

As well as Facebook, there 
are also the favourites 
of the B2B communities, 
Twitter and LinkedIn, with 
over 720 million monthly 
users between them.

1.97 BILLION 
ACCESS THEIR 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
WORLDS BY 
SMARTPHONE. 
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The connected world that is emerging is going to favour 
brands that can manage complex eco-systems. We’re 
already e-paying for things. Soon drones may be dropping-
off a package at your smart home. Or, you’ll be hopping in a 
driverless pod, which will be more games room, conference 
room or chill-out zone than car. Or, you’ll be catching up with 
friends in a virtual space that could be anywhere in the world 
that a 360-VR camera can go. Managing life in this new world 
will likely be those brands that define us emotionally. Which is 
why social brands are sitting-pretty, ideally positioned to take 
on this pivotal role in our lives. Social brands sit in that sweet-
spot, where life can be emotionally charged and streamlined 
at the same time. And the peer group endorsement that co-
exists in the online social environment provides security and 
comfort, which many traditional brands struggle to deliver. 
Interesting times n’est-ce pas? 
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HOW FAR CAN 
SOCIAL BRAND 
PLATFORMS 
EVOLVE? 
Social Media is a mirror that looks both ways. 
Whether we’re speaking or listening, observing 
or performing, the way we use social media 
leaves a unique echo. That echo speaks volumes 
both about the brands that engage, but also 
about the audiences that listen. As the lines blur 
between our business and personal lives, the 
true potential of social brands, as an enabler of 
personal sensory experiences becomes more 
likely. Personal sensory experiences that are 
designed and curated to make your business 
(in a B2B context) or brand (in a B2C one) more 
relevant, better trusted and ultimately desirable.

Consider the diagram below. 
It represents a hypothesis. 

How will different sectors 
evolve in a hyper-connected 
world? What slice of that 
world will they thrive in? 
From where we are sitting, 
social brands, in a complex 
world, could be aggregators. 
Gateways to a portfolio of 
lifestyle services. 

Some brands may specialise. 
An energy company may 
decide its future is in smart 
transport networks, powering 
mobility services – rail 
and roads with seductive, 
driverless cars and trucks. 
Whilst a social brand may 
be an aggregator or creator 
of lifestyle and financial 
services? We are already 
witnessing mobile operators 
becoming banks. Change is 
irresistible. 

CENTRALISED

DECENTRALISED

CONSOLIDATORS CUSTOMISERS

Snap

Amazon

Google
eBay

Verizon, Vodafone, Turk-
cell, etc

Virgin

PwC

Facebook

Accenture

Accenture

Sky

Apple

e.on, EDF, China Huadian, etc.

Audi, BMW, Honda, etcWeChat
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PUMPING THE 
LIFEBLOOD OF 
YOUR BRAND
So, what can social brands do for us? Real or fake, monitored 
or uncontrolled, social platforms are a major source of 
opinion, insight and knowledge. In the B2B space, they’re 
also a formidable business tool. They enable strategic 
objectives such as thought leadership and content 
marketing, influencer engagement and relationship 
building. They can even provide feedback to finesse product 
development. 

But social brands don’t stay still. They have an evolutionary 
trajectory all of their own. We believe social brands are 
moving from a foundation in social networks, where the focus 
has been on relationships and online persona, to AI-assisted, 
lifestyle services. And look further over the horizon, there are 
self-enriching, multi-sensory experiences (that combine the 
on and off-line worlds). Social brands could grow to a new 
maturity, as AI starts to shape the experiences.

Social Web

Who we are.

Identity.
Tribe

Lifestyle Web

How we live.

Lifestyle apps.
Access to services.

Sensory Web

What we can be.

Personalisation.
Self-improvement.
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TODAY 5 YEARS +3 YEARS
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NOT SO ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE 
The evolution of intelligent, organic networks is about a 
more visceral, pure, personalized form of engagement and 
communication. Connected Life will be more and more about 
sensory experiences. Experiences that will be enhanced by 
technologies like Virtual Reality and neuro- measurement. 
Experiences that will become more tailored, more personal and 
more enveloping. Curating your identity in the social eco-sphere will 
be taken to a new level, enriching your life and relationships. Your 
ability to explore and discover through multi- sensory, personal 
experiences will expand. 

So right now, social brands may be about curating our online persona.  
In the next few years, the focus may shift to the management of 
more complex experiences, as well as everyday needs. And in five 
years, artificial intelligence (AI) and data analytics will no doubt 
see devices doing a lot of thinking for us, reading our emotions, 
managing our priorities and deciding what we consume and sharing 
our preferences. And that’s where a whole universe of business 
opportunities comes to life.

FORCES 
SHAPING
SOCIAL 
LANDSCAPE

Passive
Monitoring

Assisted
Search

Wearables

Artificial
Intelligence

Neuro
Measurement

Programmatic

Data
Analytics
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BUSINESS BENEFITS 
BEYOND BELIEF
This brave new world demands the reframing of some givens. Virtual reality 
(VR) is booming, while the cost of the headset is crashing. Soon, life inside a 
helmet will be the norm for us all, not just the nerds. Immersive VR content 
is expanding. And the more people experience, the more their appetite 
grows. Back on the street, think about driverless cars and reframe that story. 
They’re about safer roads, controlling congestion and less pollution. But more 
significantly, for the individual, they’re about creating even more time to 
consume digital content.  

Who is likely to occupy that time? Social brands or brands that adopt a 
social approach are mostly likely to prevail. However, in a world facing such 
accelerated change, the personal touch will be important too. Even the digital 
denizen, Amazon, is moving into bricks & mortar and off-line experiences to 
forge a deeper, emotional connection and trust. 

In this brave new world, just about any inanimate object, from bottle tops, to 
the seat on the train, to the shopping cart, can serve up content and influence 
our buying decisions. And as lifestyle apps come to not only express our 
personalities and preferences, but actually define and motivate them, we’ll 
become even more embedded in our social brands’ eco-systems.

FULL OF 
EASTERN 
PROMISE

Of course, not all social 
media users are Silicon 
Valley-centric. If your 
business needs to reach 
Russians and social media 
users in the former Soviet 
republics across central 
Asia, there’s the Facebook 
equivalent, VK. There are 
two major channels in 
China, WeChat and Weibo, 
with around 1.7 billion users 
between them. 

Both are ahead of the curve 
in terms of development 
and their success in 
putting social media at the 
centre of people’s lives. A 
WeChat user is very likely 
to be connecting with their 
friends as well as using the 
platform for e-Pay, banking 
or ordering a taxi or pizza. 
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PAST VANITY AND UTILITY TO 
CHAMELEONIC EXPERIENCES
Social brands and social platforms, by definition, are not going to suddenly lose 
their pivotal role in crafting who we are. They’ll remain platforms to curate our 
identity. Indeed, any socially-orientated brands that understand this deeper inner-
purpose in our lives, we believe may well have a unique mandate to empower more 
aspects of our lives. Services or applications that offer utility in our personal and 
business lives may well appear on social platforms in the years ahead. In China, for 
example, it’s already happening.

As the connected world offers up more services and opportunities to remotely or 
automatically control of our lives, complexity - and potentially fear around security 
and privacy - will emerge. Complexity and concerns that could easily overwhelm. 
So, the brands that prevail, which are very likely to be social-savvy brands, will 
offer experiences that transcend both the online and offline worlds. The live 
brand experience will provide the personal touch, the originality and the integrity 
necessary to deliver emotional, lifestyle and business needs on social platforms.  

MORE FORCES 
SHAPING
SOCIAL 
LANDSCAPE

eCommerce

ePay

Driverless Cars
Productive Time

Lifestyle
Apps

Content 
Appetite

Near-Field
Communication

VR / AR

Expanding 
social hub 

dependency / 
share of time



METHODOLOGY
The hypotheses set out in this discussion paper are the 
distillation interviews with experts across disciplines 
as diverse as city planning, virtual reality technologies, 
online communities, mainstream media, film production, 
automotive, construction and engineering, energy, telecoms, 
financial services and retail sectors. 

The triangulation of those perspectives and trends provided 
the insights. With so much disruption, combined with the 
macro-trends we observe in politics and society, a pressure 
cooker is created that’s likely to spur on this transformation of 
social brands. 

However, brands that pivot to the online social sphere to 
manage a vast swathe of our lives, will need to be trusted. 
There will be a need for acute transparency, refreshing 
honesty and authenticity. Some of those qualities can be 
achieved via online engagement but personalised out-reach, 
and the personal touch of live experiences can forge the 
ultimate bond.  
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A BEACON 
OF HOPE

The pervasive nature of 
social brands in a world 
where smartphone 
ownership is increasing 
across the planet, may 
well change their role and 
utility. Combined with the 
mobile revolution and soon, 
5G, social brands can bring 
positive social benefits, 
providing hope, equality 
and access to markets, 
services and information in 
the most impoverished, far-
flung communities. 
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